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Supply and demand
ausTralia is suddenly facing a Teacher shorTage, and iT’s a crisis. aT leasT,
ThaT’s how The media reporTed The findings from a naTional survey on sTaff
in ausTralia’s schools. steve holden reporTs.
The national online survey, Staff in Australia’s Schools or SiAS, commissioned by
the former Commonwealth government
Department of Education, Science and
Training and conducted by the Australian
Council for Educational Research provides
a detailed picture on qualified and ‘out-offield’ teaching, and demographic profi les of
the teaching profession in terms of years
of teaching experience and professional
learning.
The survey adds significant detail to a
policy area that has traditionally been short
on data. Released in January, it also triggered headlines about a ‘crisis’ and ‘shortage,’ as well as breathing new life into the
issue of performance-based pay.
According to the report, ‘Around 70 per
cent of survey participants agreed or strongly
agreed that higher pay based on competence
or extra qualifications would retain teachers.
Around a quarter (25 per cent of primary
and 30 per cent of the secondary teachers)
agreed or strongly agreed that “higher pay
for teachers whose students achieved higher
goals” would retain teachers.’
In terms of attracting and retaining school
leaders, ‘Around 70 per cent considered
greater autonomy, and higher pay for leaders who demonstrate advance competence,
would help retain leaders,’ while ‘21 per
cent of primary leaders and 28 per cent of
secondary leaders agreed or strongly agreed
that providing higher pay for leaders whose
students achieve specified goals would help
to retain leaders in the profession.’
The survey collected responses from 5,209
primary school teachers, 5,394 secondary
school teachers, 1,116 primary school leaders
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and 1,393 secondary school leaders between
October 2006 and April 2007.
School leaders reported that teacher
shortages are high in specialist areas, such
as Languages Other Than English (LOTE)
and Special Needs in primary schools, and
Mathematics, Science and LOTE in secondary schools, but data collected during the
survey suggests shortages of similar magnitude also exist in English, and Creative and
Performing Arts.
In secondary schools, 10 per cent of principals reported at least one unfi lled teacher
vacancy at the beginning of 2006 and 13
per cent at the end of 2006. In 18 per cent
of secondary schools, principals had to readvertise for a Mathematics teacher during
2006. Secondary principals also reported
11 per cent unfi lled vacancies in Science, 6
per cent unfi lled in English and 5 per cent
unfi lled in each of LOTE and Society and
Environment Studies or equivalent.
Most teachers of Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry and Information Technology
(IT) have three or more years of tertiary
education in their field of expertise, but only
60 per cent of senior secondary IT teachers
have completed at least one year of tertiary
education in IT while a mere 40 per cent
have completed three or more years. Only
46 per cent have completed teaching methodology training in IT.
Close to half, 43 per cent, of secondary principals reported that they had to
require teachers to teach outside their field
of expertise.
Largely forgotten in reporting on the
teacher shortage crisis, the second part of
the SiAS report, SiAS: Teacher workforce

data and planning processes in Australia,
addressed longer-term solutions to some of
the problems in teacher workforce data collection that could assist future planning on
teacher supply.
When it comes to the paucity of data on
the teaching workforce for the purposes of
forecasting demand needs and planning
supply, Australia is not alone. One of the
problems in Australia, however, is that multiple, inconsistent and irregular surveys and
data analyses are conducted by a range of
stakeholders, since no one organisation has
responsibility for teacher workforce planning at the national level.
The Commonwealth government-commissioned review, Australia’s Teachers:
Australia’s Future, recommended in 2003
that, ‘Comprehensive statistics relating
to teachers, teacher workforce trends and
teacher education be consistently, reliably
and regularly collected on a national and
collaborative basis.’ The Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training
and Youth Affairs agreed in April 2007 to
develop a national approach to workforce
planning in education through its Improving Teacher and School Leader Capacity
Working Group.
The SiAS report recommended a coordinated approach to the collection and analysis of common core data sets on a regular
survey cycle, as well as the collection of
teacher education data in collaboration with
stakeholders.
The word ‘crisis,’ by the way, doesn’t
appear anywhere in the SiAS report, except
to report ‘concern with the media’s negative
use of data...to create a climate of crisis.’
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Going national
Students across Australia could be studying a national
curriculum by 2011. Steve Holden reports.
When Prime Minister Kevin Rudd appointed
Professor Barry McGaw as the head of a
new National Curriculum Board in late
January he described the task of developing
a national curriculum as formidable.
Professor McGaw, from the University of
Melbourne, is a former director of Educa
tion for the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and
the former chief executive of the Australian
Council for Educational Research (ACER).
His board will draw on the expertise of 12
members from state and territory education
systems as well as the Catholic and independent schools sectors.
Announcing the appointment, the PM said
previous efforts to weld together a national
approach had ‘been paved with good intentions, with very little outcome.’ ‘The nation
hasn’t done this before so I’m being entirely
upfront with you about how complex I think
it’s going to be,’ he said. ‘The objective we’ve
set is for a national curriculum in the four
key subject areas of English, History, Maths,
Science to be delivered...by early 2011.’ Rudd
expects a national curriculum to raise standards and improve retention.
Professor McGaw said the new National
Curriculum Board would build on previous
efforts to standardise the school curriculum.
‘This time around there is a real chance I
think to do things nationally and effectively,
but the purpose has to be not achieving consistency for consistency’s sake, but raising
the performance levels,’ he said.
A day after his appointment, McGaw
referred to results from the 2006 Program
for International Student Assessment, conducted by a consortium led by ACER for
the OECD, published in December last year,

which showed that Australian students are
among the best performers in scientific literacy in the world, but that they had ‘significantly declined’ in reading literacy between
2000 and 2006. According to the PISA
report, the decline was occurring at the high
achiever end of the scale ‘without any compensatory improvement at the lower end.’
Professor McGaw said Australia’s international ranking had been declining because
too much emphasis had been placed on
boosting the results of students at the bottom end of the performance scale, and not
enough on improving the skills of those at
the top. ‘We should focus on the whole range
of performance,’ he said. ‘At the bottom end,
you might say that we need more specialist
support, but at the top end, we should have
all teachers push students out with high-level
reading skills and so on.’
A report by ACER commissioned by
the previous Commonwealth government
in May 2006 to examine the content, curriculum and standards of Year 12 subjects
across Australia in English, Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry and Australian History
found a high degree of consistency in course
content across the country.
The report, Year 12 Curriculum Content
and Achievement Standards, by ACER chief
executive Professor Geoff Masters, indicates that a common curriculum in at least
some subjects is feasible. The ACER report
estimated that 90 per cent of the content of
senior school Advanced Mathematics, 85 per
cent of the content of Physics, and 95 per
cent of the content of Chemistry was common across states and territories, although
course content for Australian History and
English was less consistent.
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